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[1] Ocean circulation and the tidal current in the Bering Sea are simulated simultaneously
using a coupled ice-ocean model (CIOM) with tidal and parameterized wave mixing to
investigate several important physical processes. The simulated circulation pattern in
the deep basin is relatively stable, cyclonic, and has little seasonal change. The Bering
Slope Current is estimated at 5 Sv and the Kamchatka Current at 20 Sv. The modeled
volume transports through the Aleutian passes compared reasonably well with observations.
It is confirmed that subtidal clockwise circulation around St. George and St. Paul islands
are driven by tidal rectification. The simulation results show that wind-wave mixing and
tidal stirring are the main factors controlling the formation of the upper and the bottom
mixed layers, respectively. The mechanism of thermocline and the cold pool (summer
minimum-temperature water) formation in the middle shelf are investigated in depth. The
CIOM reproduces the cold winter-convective water in the middle shelf that forms the
bottom cold pool, which persists throughout the summer until sea surface cooling and strong
wind mixing in fall, leading to an unstable vertical water column and eventually to vertically
well-mixed water in the winter. Sensitivity experiments show that tidal and wind-wave
mixing are two important factors in accurately estimating the volume of the cold pool, which
is the ideal marine habitat for cold water species.
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1. Introduction

[2] The Bering Sea is a semienclosed, subpolar sea,
which is connected to the Arctic Ocean to the north, and
bounded on the west by Siberia, Russia, on the east by
Alaska, and on the south by the Aleutian Islands (Figure 1,
model domain). Bowers Ridge (with a minimum depth of
184 m) and Shirshov Ridge (with minimum depth of 500 m)
divide the Bering Sea into three basins—Bowers Basin,
Kamchatka Basin, and Aleutian Basin. The Bering Sea
is divided almost equally between deep basins and the
continental shelves (<200 m). The broad shelf in the east
dominated by ocean tides contrasts with the narrow shelf
in the west. The steep bathymetric features include the
deep Aleutian Trench (>5500 m) and the Bering Basin
(>3500 m) and the relatively shallow Bering Sea Shelf and
Aleutian Islands chain (<100 m).
[3] The circulation pattern (Figure 2; after Stabeno et al.

[1999]) in the deep Bering Sea basin is described as a

cyclonic gyre: the Aleutian North Slope Current (ANSC)
flows eastward along the Aleutian Islands; the Bering Sea
Slope Current (BSC) flows northwestward, and the south-
ward flowing Kamchatka Current forms the western bound-
ary current. The currents on the Bering Sea shelf are basically
northward or northwestward [Kinder and Schumacher,
1981b].
[4] Since measurements are not sufficient to determine

the seasonal circulation variation and cannot represent the
whole domain with sufficient spatial coverage, models with
realistic settings can help to derive more detailed information
about the general circulation in the Bering Sea. Overland et
al. [1994] used a three-layer hydrodynamicmodel to simulate
the circulation of the Bering Sea Basin, while the Bering Sea
shelf and slope regions shallower than 500 m, hence the
cross-shelf flux, were excluded from the model.
[5] A regional eddy-resolving ocean only model, which

included both tidal and subtidal dynamics, was imple-
mented at 4 km grids in the southeastern Bering Sea to
simulate circulation on the southeastern Bering Sea shelf
and basin [Hermann et al., 2002]. This model resolved the
dominant observed mean currents, eddies, and meanders
in the region. Circulation, temperature, and salinity fields
for 1995 and 1997 were hindcast, using daily wind and
buoyancy flux, and tidal forcing derived from a global
model. These hindcast results compared favorably with
conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) data sections,
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moored current meters, and drogued drifters. However, this
model does not cover the entire Bering Sea, and no seasonal
cycles were simulated. Furthermore, because no wave
mixing was included, the simulated upper mixed-layer
depth of 10 m is smaller than the observed value of 20 m.
[6] Clement et al. [2005] use a �9 km pan-Arctic coupled

ice-ocean model to investigate the Bering Sea ocean circu-
lation and water exchange via the Bering Strait. Interannual
variability of sea ice cover, ocean eddy kinetic energy, and
transport were examined. This modeling study provides
much information in this area. Nevertheless, the study
focuses mainly on ocean transports. The model does not
include tides and wind-wave mixing, and the simulated
summer upper surface mixed layer is less than 10 m, which
is very shallow compared to observations at �20 m [Kinder
and Schumacher, 1981a].
[7] The mechanism of summer thermocline formation in

the Bering shelf seems well understood from observations
(i.e., by tidal stirring and surface wind-wave mixing; see
Kinder and Schumacher [1981a], Schumacher and Stabeno
[1998], and Kachel et al. [2002]); however, it is still dif-
ficult to be reproduced using a 3-D physical ocean model.
Overland et al. [1999] used a 1-D model to hindcast the
1980 spring-summer thermal transition of the Bering Sea

shelf as a function of water depth, but without horizontal
processes. Kachel et al. [2002] developed a simple model
on the basis of surface heat flux and water column mixing to
explain the cold belt (i.e., cold pool) associated with such
fronts. Both the Hermann et al. [2002] and Clement et al.
[2005] models underestimate the mixed layer depth because
they lack wind-wave mixing.
[8] Observations [Takenouti and Ohtani, 1974; Kinder

and Schumacher, 1981a; Wyllie-Echeverria, 1995] show
that the cold water (with a nickname of the ‘‘cold pool,’’
whose temperature is <2.0�C) near the bottom in the middle
shelf persists throughout the summer, and it was speculated
that this cold water is formed locally in winter and insulated
by strong stratification in summer.
[9] Wang et al. [2009] developed a 9 km Bering Sea

coupled ice-ocean model (CIOM) to conduct a model-data
fusion study on seasonal variations of sea ice and ocean
circulation. They focused on (1) sea ice seasonal variation in
comparison with satellite measurements, (2) two distinct
summer and winter surface wind-driven circulation patterns
in the middle shelf caused by the two opposite wind regimes,
(3) summer upwelling along the Siberian coast, (4) seasonal
properties along the 165�W line in comparison to the ship-
board measurement, and (5) volume, heat, and salt transports

Figure 1. The model domain, bathymetry, and topography (in meters) of the Bering Sea. The depths
along the Aleutian passes are modified according to NOAA ocean charts. Transects A and B are shown
for model-data comparison. The shown transects are for calculating volume transports through the
Aleutian passes, Alaskan Current, Kamchatka Current, and Bering Strait. Model-simulated annually
averaged volume transports are also shown (see section 3.1, Figure 5, and Table 2): Arrows indicate flow
directions. Numbers indicate transports in Sverdrups. The transport of the Bering Slope Current is 5 Sv
by integrating from 200 to 1000 m isobaths versus 3 to 6 Sv [Stabeno et al., 1999]. The transport of the
Kamchatka Current is 20 Sv by integrating from the coast to 3000 m isobaths. The transport of the
Aleutian North Slope Current is 5 Sv by integrating from the Aleutian Islands to 2000 m isobaths and is
10 Sv by integrating from islands to 3000 m isobaths.
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along the 62.5�N line. Nevertheless, they did not investigate
the major ocean current transports including the Aleutian
throughflow transports, and some important dynamic and ther-
modynamic processes such as the mechanism for the cold
pool formation and effects of tidal and wind-wave mixing on
seasonal thermohaline structures.
[10] Thus, in this study, we extend the Bering-CIOM

[Wang et al., 2009] to simulate the circulation and tidal
current simultaneously and to estimate transports of major
current systems including the throughflow along the Aleutian
passes. We also attempt to improve the CIOM with param-
eterization of wind-wave mixing to reveal dynamic and
thermodynamic processes in the Bering shelf. These pro-
cesses include (1) wave mixing and tidal mixing and their
impacts on the vertical temperature and salinity structure,
(2) tidal-induced residual eddies around islands, and (3) the
cold pool formation process.
[11] This paper is organized as follows: section 2

describes the model configuration, and section 3 discusses
simulated circulation transports in comparison with avail-
able observations, including the effect of wind mixing and
tidal mixing on vertical temperature structure, tidal-induced
residual eddies, and the cold pool formation. Section 4
summarizes the conclusions and discusses future efforts.

2. Description of the Bering CIOM

[12] The Bering CIOM used here is the same version of
Wang et al. [2009]. A detailed description of development
of the CIOM can be found in the work of Yao et al. [2000]
and Wang et al. [2002, 2005]; it was applied to the pan-
Arctic Ocean [Wang et al., 2004, 2005; Wu et al., 2004], the
Beaufort Sea [Wang et al., 2003], and the Bering Sea [Wang
et al., 2009]. The ice model used is a full thermodynamic
and dynamics model [Hibler, 1979, 1980]. The ice model
has full thermodynamics with one-layer ice and one-layer
snow and full dynamics with viscous-plastic rheology
[Hibler, 1979, 1980; Wang et al., 1994]. A multiple thick-
ness category ice model [Thorndike et al., 1975; Hibler,
1980; Yao et al., 2000] was used, fully coupled to the ocean
model [Mellor and Kantha, 1989]. In this study, eight ice
categories (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 4 m) are used, each
having a percentage in a grid point. Thus, the ice thickness
equation for each category is calculated. Then, the summa-
tion of each category thickness is the total thickness at each
grid. Thus, sea ice concentration and thickness at each grid
are calculated from the sum of the eight ice categories. A
parameterization for the lateral melting of sea ice [Ohshima
and Nihashi, 2005] was implemented. The prognostic and
diagnostic variables include sea ice velocity, thickness, sea
ice concentration (SIC), ice edge, and heat and salt flux
through sea ice into the ocean.
[13] The ocean model used here is the Princeton Ocean

Model (POM) described in detail by Blumberg and Mellor
[1987] and Mellor [2004]. It is a three-dimensional,
primitive-equation, vertical s-coordinate model with a
curvilinear orthogonal horizontal grid using an Arakawa
C-grid. Horizontal time differencing is explicit, whereas
the vertical differencing is implicit; the latter eliminates time
constraints for the vertical coordinate and permits the use of
fine vertical resolution in the surface and bottom boundary

layers. POM has a free surface with a second-order turbu-
lence closure scheme [Mellor and Yamada, 1982] to calculate
vertical mixing coefficients. Horizontal mixing coefficients
employ the Smagorinsky [1963] parameterization [Mellor,
2004].
[14] Differing fromWang et al. [2005, 2009], in this study,

we implement oceanic tides and wave mixing parameteriza-
tion into the Bering-CIOM, as described as follows.

2.1. Wave Mixing Parameterization

[15] Ocean circulation models usually underestimate
surface mixed layer depth, which is often too small during
the spring-summertime warming and freshening, compared
to observations [Martin, 1985], even using the 2.5 closure
turbulence model. One major reason is that wind-wave
mixing is not included. Craig and Banner [1994] used wave
breaking as a surface diffusion boundary condition, which
is proportional to ut

3, where ut is the surface friction
velocity. Mellor and Blumberg [2004] found that the Craig
and Banner [1994] model does deepen the mixed layer in
a 1-D calculation, and has a positive, but relatively small
influence on the 3-D calculation. Ezer and Mellor [1997]
proved that the absorption of shortwave radiation below the
surface, because of the loss of surface heat, causes the upper
layer to be less stable, increases mixing, and thus deepens
the summertime mixed layer depth. Qiao et al. [2004] used a
wave number spectral model [Yuan et al., 1991] to derive
wave-induced mixing on the basis of a linear wave theory
[Yuan et al., 1999]. In this paper, on the basis of the same
wave-induced mixing theory as Yuan et al. [1999] and Qiao
et al. [2004], we use a single typical linear wave to represent
the wave spectrum to parameterize wave-induced mixing.
The advantage of our parameterization is to use the same
wave theory to derive a simple, practical mixing, without
running a complicated wave number spectral model. The
surface wave mixing is parameterized into the model follow-
ing Hu et al. [2004]:

Kmw ¼
2n2

g
db3W 3e

gz

b2W2 ;

where Kmw is the wave-induced mixing coefficient; b is the
wave age (0 < b < 1 for growing wave, and b = 1 for mature
wave), d is the wave steepness (d = 2a/l, a is the amplitude
and l is the wavelength), W is the wind speed, z < 0 is the
depth, n = 0.4 is the von Kármán constant, and g is
acceleration of gravity. The detailed derivation of the
above formula based on wind wave theory is provided in
Appendix A.
[16] A mature but not breaking wave is assumed in this

study as b = 1.0, d = 0.1, then the wave mixing parameter
becomes:

Kmw ¼
0:2n2

g
W 3e

gz

W2

Heat diffusion coefficient Khw can be assumed equal to
Kmw; but in general, heat diffusion is considered to be
slower than momentum transfer. Thus, it is assumed Khw =
PKmw, where P is an empirical constant depending on the
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Richardson number. Following the POM [Mellor, 2004],
we set

Khw ¼
SH

SM
Kmw

SH ½1� ð3A2B2 þ 18A1A2ÞGH � ¼ A2ð1� 6A1=B1Þ
SM ð1� 9A1A2GH Þ � SH ½ð18A2

1 þ 9A1A2ÞGH

¼ A1ð1� 3C1 � 6A1=B1Þ

where (A1, B1, A2, B2, C1) = (0.92, 16.6, 0.74, 10.1, 0.08)

GH ¼
l2

q2
g

r0

@r
@z
� 1

c2s

@p

@z

� �

where l is the turbulence mixing length scale, cs is the
sound velocity, r is the water density, r0 is the reference
water density, P is the pressure, and GH is the Richardson
number. SM and SH are the stability functions, relating to
the Richardson number [Mellor, 2004].
[17] Therefore, a linear addition of wave-induced

Kmw (Khw) and Km (Kh) that is calculated by the level 2.5
closure turbulence model is assumed to be the total vertical
viscosity (diffusivity) coefficients. Thus, the total mixing
coefficients are

K 0m ¼ Km þ Kmw; K 0h ¼ Kh þ Khw

where Khw and Kmw are derived and discussed in Appendix A.

2.2. Tidal Mixing

[18] Ocean circulation and tidal currents can be simulated
separately. It is acceptable to simulate ocean circulation when
the tidal currents are weak in the open ocean. However, the
tidal currents are very strong in the Bering Sea Shelf
compared to the circulation. Tidal energy accounts for 90%
of the total energy [Kinder and Schumacher, 1981b;Kowalik,
1999], and the dominant tidal stirring should not be ignored
in the Bering Sea Shelf. The open boundary conditions of
velocities are given by

Vtotal ¼ Vcirculation þ
Xn
i¼1
ðVaÞi cosðwit þ qiÞ

where Va is tidal current amplitude, q is tidal current phase,
w is the tidal frequency, and n is the number of tidal
constituents. Tidal parameters from global tide model results
[Lefevre et al., 2002] are interpolated linearly to the open
boundary grids.

2.3. Model Configuration

[19] The horizontal grids have a spherical coordinate
system with a resolution of 1/12� longitude (about 9.3 km)
and 1/6� latitude (from 10 km near the Aleutian Islands to
7.4 km in the Bering Strait.) There are 24 s layers in the
vertical (s = 0, �0.008, �0.016, �0.031, �0.063, �0.125,
�0.188, �0.250, �0.313, �0.375, �0.438, �0.500,
�0.563, �0.625, �0.688, �0.750, �0.813, �0.875,

�0.938, �0.969, �0.984, �0.992, �0.996, and �1, where
s = (z � h)/(H + h), h(x, y) and H(x, y) are the surface
elevation and water depth). The vertical resolution is higher
near the surface and the bottom for a better representation
of the surface and bottom boundary layers. The model has
split modes. The 2-D external mode uses a time step of
20 s, and the 3-D internal mode uses a time step of 600 s.
[20] The bathymetry is obtained from the 5 min resolution

ETOP05 data; however the depths of the Aleutian passes
are modified according to a NOAA ocean chart [National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 2001,
2003, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c, 2005]. The area-averaged
climatological density field was subtracted before calculating
pressure gradient terms so that density related errors are less
than 10% of the mean flow, substantially less than other
numerical errors [Mellor et al., 1994]. The above procedure
is widely used in previous applications of s-coordinate
models [Ezer and Mellor, 1997; Ezer et al., 2002]. Smooth-
ing of topography was conducted with the steep slopes; the
maximum bottom slope allowed between two adjacent grid
points is DH/H < 0.1. Maximum and minimum depths are
set to 3000 and 10 m, respectively. Upwind advection
boundary conditions allow the advection of the monthly
mean temperature and salinity into the model domain under
inflow conditions. At the open boundaries, vertically aver-
aged inflow/outflow was prescribed on the basis of obser-
vations and the principle of volume conservation [Wang and
Mooers, 1998]. For the baroclinic velocities, Sommerfeld
type radiation [Mellor, 2004] conditions were used.
[21] Volume transport of the Alaskan Stream has been

described by direct and indirect measurement data. Cokelet
et al. [1996] used vessel-mounted Acoustic Doppler Current
Profiler (ADCP) measurements to obtain an Alaskan Stream
transport of 24 Sv on the basis of an absolute reference for
geostrophic currents (0/1500 db). Onishi and Ohtani [1999],
using current-meter mooring data, show that the Alaskan
Stream volume transport (referred to 3000m) is 27.5 ± 6.5 Sv.
Reed and Stabeno [1999b] used CTD data to obtain a volume
transport of 25 Sv (referred to the bottom). Therefore, the
westward flowing Alaskan Stream was specified at the
western open boundary with a transport of 26 Sv plus a
radiation boundary condition. The eastern boundary inflow is
26 Sv plus a transport (0.8 Sv) that equals the northward
outflow at the Bering Strait (Table 1).
[22] Observations since the 1940s show that the annual

mean net northward transport is about 0.8 Sv in the Bering
Strait (Table 1) [Coachman et al., 1975; Coachman and
Aagaard, 1981, 1988; Roach et al., 1995; Woodgate and
Aagaard, 2005; Woodgate et al., 2005], and seasonal varia-
tions exist with a larger transport in summer than in winter.
Therefore, the outflow transport was specified according to
the monthly mean of Table 1. Note that Woodgate et al.
[2005] mentioned that the monthly climatology is not a good
way to estimate the Bering Strait outflow in any particular
year, because the outflow strongly relates to the local wind
that varies strongly from year to year. Because this study
is to simulate the seasonal cycle, the climatological volume
transport in the Bering Strait prescribed into our model
should be reasonable for our purpose.
[23] The model was initialized with annual climatologic

temperature and salinity data from the Polar Science Center
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Hydrographic Climatology (PHC 3.0; see Steele et al.
[2001]). The sea ice velocity, concentration, and thickness
were set to zero. The model was spun up using June
climatological temperature and salinity from Steele et al.
[2001] and motionless ocean for the first six years under
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)

reanalysis monthly thermodynamic forcing [Ladd and
Bond, 2002], which were derived from the period 1948–
97, and monthly wind stress averaged from NCEP daily
winds for the period 1948–2007. At the surface, salinity,
with freshwater flux forcing from precipitation minus evap-
oration (P-E), is restored to the observed monthly salinity

Table 1. Observed Transport of Bering Straita

Time Reference January February March April May June July August September October November December Mean

1941–1946 Coachman
and Aagaard
[1981]

0.60 0.50 0.46 0.59 0.86 1.24 1.56 1.62 1.35 0.99 0.80 0.69 0.95

1964 Coachman et al.
[1975]

1.40

1967 Coachman et al.
[1975]

0.50 1.80

1968 Coachman et al.
[1975]

1.67

1972 Coachman et al.
[1975]

1.90

1973 Coachman et al.
[1975]

1.40

1976–1977 Coachman
and Aagaard
[1981]

0.54 0.24 0.33 0.50 0.50 0.84 0.46 0.30 0.32 0.13

1976–1977 Coachman
and Aagaard
[1981]

0.78 0.54 0.57 0.72 0.75 0.95 1.10 1.00 0.78 0.70 0.72 0.62 0.77

1990–1994 Roach et al.
[1995]

0.92 0.85 0.33 0.72 0.62 1.15 1.34 0.96 0.58 0.78 0.82 0.30 0.78

1990–2004 Woodgate et al.
[2005]

0.40 0.60 0.70 0.80 1.20 1.30 1.10 1.00 0.70 0.60 0.70 0.50 0.80

Mean 0.65 0.55 0.48 0.66 0.79 1.10 1.22 1.28 0.93 0.77 0.67 0.45 0.80
aGiven in Sv, where 1 Sv = 106 m3/s.

Figure 2. The schematic diagram for the surface circulation pattern in the Bering Sea based on
historical observations (reproduced from Stabeno et al. [1999]). The Bering Slope Current (BSC) and the
Aleutian North Slope Current or Front (ANSC or ANSF) are indicated.
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fields for prescribing freshwater runoff using the flux
correction method of Wang et al. [1994, 2001]:

KH

@S

@z
¼ QS þ CðSObs � SÞ; KH

@T

@z
¼ QH

rCP

;

for salt and heat fluxes, where C is the restoring time
constant (5.79 � 10�6 m s�1) at a time scale of 30 days. At
this rate, the modeled surface salinity (S) is adjusted (or
restored) to the respective observed monthly values. QS (in
units of m s�1) is the E-P or salt flux including freshwater
runoff. QH (in units of Wm�2) is the net surface heat flux
calculated from the conventional ice-ocean budget [Wang et
al., 2005].
[24] After a 6 year spin-up using NCEP monthly clima-

tology, a dynamical and thermodynamical seasonal cycle is
established, during which the total kinetic energy (TKE)
achieves equilibrium, that is (TKE5th–TKE6th)/TKE6th <
1%. Then, we re-ran the model for another four years using
the previous sixth-year output as the restart or initial con-
ditions. During the 4 year run, the climatological daily
atmospheric forcings derived from the NCEP Reanalysis
for the period 1948–2007 were used to drive the model.
Then, the last year variables were used for examining the
seasonal cycle in this study.

3. Simulation Results: Process Studies

3.1. Estimate of Circulation Transport

[25] The simulated currents (Figure 3, a snapshot in July)
show that the tidal current dominates on the Bering Sea
Shelf with the maximum tidal current being >1 m s�1 and
the directions varying periodically, while the current in the
deep basin is relatively stable.

[26] The tidal-filtered summer circulations (Figure 4a) are
similar to the observed circulation pattern (see Figure 2). The
annually averaged volume transports were calculated and
depicted in Figure 1. The Alaskan Stream flows westward
along the Aleutian Islands and enters the Bering Sea via the
Aleutian passes. The Aleutian North Slope Current (ANSC)
flows eastward from Amchikta Island to Unimak Island,
which is well documented, and the transport was estimated
to be 2–4 Sv on the basis of satellite-tracked drifting buoys
and geostrophic flow referred to 500 db [Reed and Stabeno,
1999a]. The modeled transport of the ANSC is 2.5 Sv if the
integration is conducted from the islands to 500 m isobath,
5 Sv from the islands to the 2000 m isobath, and it increases
to 10 Sv from the islands to the 3000 m isobath (Figure 1).
Note that Johnson et al. [2004] estimated the ANSC transport
of 7 Sv using Argo floats.
[27] The simulated ANSC turns northwestward and flows

along the 1000–3000 m isobaths to form the Bering Slope
Current (BSC). The BSC becomes wider at 175�W, 56�N
and bifurcates into two branches, which is consistent with
historic reports (see Figure 2): one branch flows westward
into the Aleutian Basin and contributes to northwest Aleutian
Basin gyres; the other branch flows along the 1000–3000 m
isobaths to the slope of Kamchatka. The simulated transport
of BSC with integration from 200 m to 1000 m isobaths is
about 5 Sv (Figure 1). Note that the transport increases to
10 Sv if the integration is extended to 2000 m. Johnson et
al. [2004] estimated a geostrophic transport of 5.8 (±1.7)
Sv between 0 and 1900 dbar on the basis of CTD data,
and Stabeno et al. [1999] concluded that the BSC transport is
3–6 Sv based on historical observations.
[28] In the Kamchatka Basin, the model simulation shows

that there are several large clockwise and anticlockwise

Figure 3. Model-simulated surface circulation (a snapshot in July) including ocean tidal currents. The
vectors are drawn every four grids in longitude and every two grids in latitude.
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eddies (Figure 4a) owing to baroclinic instability [Wang and
Ikeda, 1997; Mizobata et al., 2006]. The counter-rotating
eddy pairs were observed by Cokelet et al. [1996, sections 7
and 8] using ADCPs and satellite-tracked drifting buoys.
The transport of the Kamchatka Current integrated from
coast to 3000 m isobath is about 20 Sv (see Figure 1),
consistent with the data-assimilated model estimate of
14–24 Sv by Panteleev et al. [2006].

[29] A current with an order of 1.0 Sv along the east coast
of Siberia flows northeastward in summer clinging to the
coast, passes around Cape Navarin, and enters the Gulf of
Anadyr. The clockwise current exits the Gulf from Anadyr
Strait, and finally flows to the Bering Strait (Figure 4a), which
was confirmed by the measured currents from moorings in
the Gulf of Anadyr during the summers from 1985 to 1988
[Coachman, 1993], and by the observed temperature, salinity,

Figure 4. Model-simulated, tidal-filtered, 30-day-averaged surface circulation in (a) July and (b) February.
The vectors are drawn every four grids in longitude and every two grids in latitude. The contour lines
indicate bathymetry of 50, 100, 200, and 1000 m.
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drifter buoys [Overland et al., 1996], and the summer nitrate
concentration [Springer et al., 1996]. However, this current is
weak or even reverses to southward in winter owing to a
strong northerly wind (see Figure 4b). Note that the measured
vertical-averaged current during winter 1984–1985 shows
the northward flow through Anadyr Strait is persistent in
winter [Muench et al., 1988].
[30] The winter circulation pattern (Figure 4b) is similar

to that in summer in the deep basins, except that the current
in the Gulf of Anadyr is weaker (about 5 cm/s) than in
summer (about 10 cm/s), and the shelf current is stronger in
winter than in summer. There are two distinct shelf circu-
lation patterns on the Bering shelf: northward to northeast-
ward in summer and westward to southwestward in winter
[Wang et al., 2009].
[31] The Aleutian passes play a primary role in determin-

ing water and material exchanges between the Bering Sea
and the North Pacific Ocean [Stabeno et al., 2005;Mizobata
et al., 2008]. Some measurements of volume transports
through these passes were conducted using CTD, ADCP,
buoy, and current meter moorings. Nevertheless, the results
vary widely (Table 2) depending on both the type of data
sets and the calculating methods. A notable feature is that
both observations and simulated results show that water
may enter and exit the passes at the same time (Figure 5).

[32] The Kamchatka Strait is the deepest strait and has the
largest inflow and outflow in the Bering Sea. The measure-
ments of net transport out of the Bering Sea range from
18.4 Sv [Favorite, 1974] to 6.8 Sv [Stabeno and Reed,
1992], while our simulated result shows an outflow of 17 Sv
on the western side and an inflow of 13.4 Sv on the eastern
side of the Kamchatka Strait. The Near Strait is the second
largest pass contributing to water exchange between the
North Pacific Ocean and the Bering Sea, the observed net
transport ranges from 3 to 10 Sv; our simulation shows that
the inflow of 6 Sv is equal to the outflow, differing from the
observations; Cokelet et al. [1996] estimated an inflow of
12 Sv and an outflow of 9 Sv, resulting in a net inflow of
3 Sv. Measurements have shown that the net transport
through Amchitka is variable, ranging from 0.8 Sv to
2.8 Sv; our simulated results give a net transport of 1.9 Sv
into the Bering Sea. This transport, along with the inflow
through the Amukta Pass, is one of the sources to the
ANSC. Measurements show that the net transport through
Amukta ranges from 0.8 Sv to 4 Sv, while the simulated
results give a net transport of 2.0 Sv into the Bering Sea.
[33] Table 2 and Figure 5 summarize that a basic feature

captured by the measurements and the model is that the
inflow/outflow occurred on the right/left side of a pass,

Figure 5. Model-simulated flow structures of the Aleutian Passes, in which the solid/dashed lines
indicate northward/southward flow, compared to the observations, in which the hatched/shaded regions
indicate northward/southward flow (reproduced from Stabeno et al. [1999]).

Table 2. Observed and Simulated Transports of the Aleutian Passesa

Time Method Reference Kamchatka Near Buldir Amchitka Amukta Unimak

1967 cruise Favorite [1974] �18.4 10.0
Mar–Aug 1980 mooring Schumacher et al. [1982] 12 cm/s
Jun 1987 to Jun 1988 mooring Reed and Stabeno [1990] 2.3
1990 buoy Stabeno and Reed [1992] �6.8 4.9 �2.8
1990 CTD Verkhunov and Tkachenko [1992] �11 to �6
Sep 1991 to Sep 1992 mooring Reed and Stabeno [1993] 5.0 1.0 0.8
1993 CTD Reed and Stabeno [1994] 2.8 0.8
1988–1993 buoy Stabeno and Reed [1994] 50 to 60 cm/s
1991 CTD/ADCP Cokelet et al. [1996] �14 3.0
1995 CTD Reed and Stabeno [1997] 0.6
1999 review Stabeno et al. [1999] 0.23
May 2001 to May 2003 mooring/review Stabeno et al. [2005] <�12 >10 �2.8 to 4.0 4.0 0.3
2006 assimilation Panteleev et al. [2006] �14 to �24
This study model �3.6 0.0 2.6 1.9 2.0 0.5

aGiven in Sv; otherwise stated in cm/s. Positive/negative velocity/transport indicates northward/southward flow. The passes are indicated by the green
lines in Figure 1.
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except for the Unimak Pass, where a northward inflow
dominates.

3.2. Horizontal and Vertical Distribution of Tidal
Currents

[34] The coamplitude and cophase maps of M2 and K1

tides were constructed from the 3-D model [Hu and Wang,
2008, Figures 3a and 3b], which compare very well with
the 2-D tidal simulation by Kowalik [1999, Figures 3 and 6].
The difference between M2 and K1 tides is the latter is
topographically trapped [Robinson, 1981; Zimmerman,
1978], such as along the Bering Slope and along Aleutian
Islands, consistent with 2-D tidal simulation of Kowalik
[1999].
[35] To further confirm that the Bering-CIOM can

reproduce realistic tidal currents, we use 10 moorings for
model-data comparison, which were deployed to collect
ocean velocity data at hourly intervals over a 1 year period
September 1998 to September 1999, as described by
Danielson and Kowalik [2005]. The model simulations
can be compared to the year-length current ellipses (Figure 6)
south of St. Lawrence Island. The simulated semimajor axis
of moored ellipse is approximately 15 cm/s, while the
annually mean currents are only in order of 3–5 cm/s. This
indicates the tidal currents are dominant on the Bering Shelf.
Some discrepancies exist in a point-to-point comparison. The
largest discrepancy is at stations H6 and P1 in both magnitude

and direction. Many factors can result in the error such as
model resolution, topographic data smoothing, atmospheric
forcing, etc. In summary, the model reasonably reproduces
tidal current and circulation in the region.
[36] The yearlong ADCP data at station F8 were analyzed

by Danielson and Kowalik [2005, Figure 4]. Semidiurnal
currents (Figure 7) dominate (approximately 4 times) over
diurnal currents. M2 tidal currents are relatively constant
from surface to about 15 m, with a maximum around 20–
30 m, and then decay quadratically to the bottom. This
produces large vertical shear in the horizontal tidal currents.
In contrast to the M2 currents, the K1 tidal currents (semi-
major and semiminor axes) are invariant in the water column.
The inclination and phase of K1 progress from the surface
to the bottom in an opposite sense to the change of the M2

parameters. The model simulated vertical structures are qual-
itatively consistent with the measurements [see Danielson
and Kowalik, 2005, Figure 4], except some errors in the
inclination and phase, which may be due to the model
resolution and depth smoothing. These errors should be
significantly reduced if the mentioned error-causing factors
are taken care.

3.3. Tidal Effects on Subtidal Current and Eddies:
A Validation Example

[37] Satellite-tracked buoys deployed in 1993 and 1995
depicted circulation at the shelf break with tidal loops in the

Figure 6. Yearly current (tidal currents plus circulation) ellipses. Mooring data are shown by solid lines
(about 5 m above bottom; courtesy of S. Danielson and Z. Kowalik of the University of Alaska Fairbanks),
and the simulated currents are shown by dashed lines (drawn every two grids). Arrows in the ellipses denote
yearly averaged currents. The solid dot (F8) denotes a yearlong ADCP station.
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region of the Pribilof Islands. The buoys were trapped in
clockwise circulation (Figure 8a). Six current meters
deployed around St. Paul Island revealed a steady clockwise
flow around the island [Kowalik and Stabeno, 1999]. It is
concluded that the mean tidal residual flow can be a major
driving mechanism for the circulation and eddies around the
islands.
[38] Two comparative experiments, without and with

tides, were conducted for validating the tidal effects on
the subtidal current. The circulation-only case (Figure 8b)
shows a very weak (1–2 cm/s) clockwise current around
St. George Island, and it is not clockwise all the way around

St. Paul Island. When the tides and circulation are simulated
simultaneously (Figure 8c), the tidal-filtered clockwise cur-
rents (5–8 cm/s) around the St. Paul and St. George islands
appear, which is similar to measurements of a 4–8 cm/s
clockwise current by Kowalik and Stabeno [1999]. The
clockwise currents were also reproduced in a 4 km regional
model [Hermann et al., 2002]. The Bering shelf subtidal
currents are also modified in both magnitude and direction.
This confirms tidal effects on rectifying the subtidal currents
on the shallow shelf, which eventually affects the long-term
material transport on the Bering shelf.

Figure 7. Model-simulated vertical structures of tidal currents at station F8 for M2 (solid lines) and K1

(dashed lines) tidal constituents. The positive (negative) sign of the semiminor axis denotes counter-
clockwise (clockwise) rotation. Top panels show the magnitude in cm s�1, while lower panels show the
phase in degrees.
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Figure 8. (a) Observed trajectories of two satellite-tracked drifting buoys from 20 May to 20 September
1995 (reproduced from Kowalik and Stabeno [1999]) and model-simulated, tidal-filtered subtidal current
around the Pribilof Islands (b) without tides (circulations only) and (c) with tides (circulation and tides are
simulated simultaneously). Isobaths of 100, 200, and 1000 m are shown in Figures 8b and 8c. The
triangles show St. Paul and St. George islands because they occupy only one model grid.
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3.4. Effects of Tidal and Wind-Wave Mixing
on Vertical Thermohaline Structures

[39] Observations [Kinder and Schumacher, 1981b;
Kachel et al., 2002] show that the thermocline exists
throughout the summer, and wave mixing and tidal stirring
are thought to play an important role in thermocline
formulation and maintenance. We conducted three compar-
ative experiments to verify the role of wind-wave mixing
and tidal stirring on vertical temperature structure. Case 1 is
the model run that simulates the ocean circulation only. In
case 2, the ocean circulation and tidal current are simulated
simultaneously, and case 3 is the same as case 2, except
that the wave mixing scheme introduced above is applied.
[40] In case 1, isotherms at the surface layer are flat (see

Figure 9a and the section location on Figure 1, which is the

same transect as the measurement ofKinder and Schumacher
[1981a]). The upper mixed layer depth is about 5 m, and the
thermocline is weak. The cold water is located nearshore
with a minimum temperature of 1.0�C. The upper and the
bottom mixed layers of salinity (Figure 10a) are not formed.
The vertical eddy heat diffusion coefficient is approximately
10�5 m2s�1 (Figure 11a), indicating the absence of both
wind-wave mixing in the surface layer and tidal stirring in the
bottom layer. Note without the surface wind-wave mixing,
models driven even by daily wind forcing still underestimate
mixing in the upper ocean, leading to a simulated mixed
layer depth of �10 m [Hermann et al., 2002; Clement et
al., 2005], compared to the observation of �20 m. It is
also noted that daily summer wind stress is much weaker
than winter.

Figure 9. Model-simulated vertical temperature (�C) structure in summer (July; see transect A in
Figure 1, which is the same as that in the work of Kinder and Schumacher [1981a]). (a) Case 1: circulation
only is simulated, isotherm at the surface layer is straight and flat, the depth of mixed layer is about 5 m, and
the thermocline is weak. (b) Case 2: the circulation and tides are simulated simultaneously, the bottomwater
is mixed to be homogenous, and the isotherm is lifted up. Vertical temperature has a dome-shaped structure,
whereas the upper mixed layer is still shallow. (c) Case 3: when wave mixing is considered, the circulation
and tidal current are simulated simultaneously; the upper mixed layer with a sharp-gradient thermocline
layer between 10 and 30 m is well reproduced. (d) Observation (reproduced from Overland et al. [1999]).
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[41] In case 2, when the tidal currents are simulated
simultaneously along with the ocean circulation, temperature
and salinity in the bottom layer are mixed to be homogenous
(Figures 9b and 10b). Temperature in the bottom mixed layer
increases to 1.5�C. The vertical profile shows a dome-shaped
structure. The cold water is now located farther offshore
because of the strong tidal stirring in the nearshore region
compared to the circulation-only case 1. The bottom vertical
eddy heat diffusion coefficient (Figure 11b) increases to an
order of 10�2 m2s�1, resulting in strong tidal mixing in the
bottom boundary layer.
[42] In case 3, when the wind-wave mixing is included,

the circulation and tidal current are simulated simultaneously.
Temperature and salinity in the upper and the bottom layers
are uniform (Figures 9c and 10c), and the temperature of
the cold bottom water increases to 2.0�C. The vertical eddy

heat diffusion coefficient in the upper and bottom layers
(Figure 11c) increases to an order of 10�2 m2s�1. Away from
the front (within the strongly stratified middle shelf
domain), the thickness of the bottom mixed layer is nearly
50 m, about the same thickness as the total water depth where
the front is located. The thickness of the upper mixed layer is
about 15–20 m. A sharp vertical gradient occurs within the
thermocline layer between 10 and 30 m, which agrees well
with the observations (see Figures 9d and 10d; after Kinder
and Schumacher [1981a]). Note that the thermocline is still
less sharp than the often observed. This seems to be a
problem with all the models; that is, the inability to maintain
a thermocline of <4 m. Such a less sharp boundary between
the upper and lower layer on the middle shelf tends to
result in too much mixing in the models and thus leads to
a loss of stratification.

Figure 10. The same as in Figure 9, except for salinity (in practical salinity units). (a) Case 1:
circulation only is simulated, isohalines are inclined seaward, and the upper and bottom mixed layers are
not clear. (b) Case 2: the circulation and tides are simulated simultaneously, and the bottom water is
mixed to be homogenous. (c) Case 3: when wave mixing is considered, the circulation and tidal current are
simulated simultaneously; the upper and the bottom salinity are mixed to be homogenous. (d) Observation
(reproduced from Overland et al. [1999]).
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3.5. Model Application: The Cold Pool

3.5.1. Observations
[43] A distinct feature on the Bering Shelf is the cold

water (cold pool) near the bottom in the middle shelf
(50–100 m isobaths) that persists throughout the summer
[Takenouti and Ohtani, 1974; Kinder and Schumacher,
1981b; Wyllie-Echeverria, 1995]. The cold water was even
observed in late September and early October [Kinder and
Schumacher, 1981b]. The largest vertical temperature differ-
ence, surface minus bottom, is >7�C in the middle domain,
suggesting that the cold pool survives the summer. The cold
pool extends from the Gulf of Anadyr in the west with a
temperature of <�1.0�C [Hufford and Husby, 1972] to a
variable eastern boundary over the southeastern shelf with
temperature of 2�C [Maeda et al., 1967]. The size of the
cold pool varies on the basis of the past winter’s meteo-
rological conditions. The minimum annual extent can reach
eastward about 170 �W,while the maximum extent can cover
Bristol Bay (Figure 12f).
[44] The existence of the cold pool in summer is impor-

tant not only to the physical environment, but also to marine
ecosystems. The cold pool is an ideal habitat to some arctic
cold water species such as arctic cod, and acts as a barrier to
certain species such as walleye pollock since they prefer
water temperature warmer than 2�C. When the volume and

extent of the cold pool change, the population of local
species may increase or decrease accordingly to their prefer-
ence. Thus, the cold pool can affect biomass growth rate and
distributions on the Bering Sea shelf.
3.5.2. Simulation Results
[45] The summer (August-averaged) cold pool is repro-

duced by the model with both tidal and wave mixing
(Figure 13), which compares very well qualitatively to the
observed extent (Figure 12f). The cold water lies on the
middle shelf between the 50 and 100 m isobaths. The bottom
temperature increases gradually from the 50 m isobath to the
Alaskan coast. The maximum temperature reaches 11�C near
the Norton Sound coast. The basin water at 200 m is mainly
the slope water of >3�C. The minimum bottom temperature
in the middle of the southeastern shelf is >0�C, compared
to the northwestern shelf bottom water of <0�C.
[46] Sea surface temperature on the Bering Shelf starts to

rise at the end of May or at the beginning of June after the
melting of sea ice. From June to August, the temperature of
the whole water column begins to increases gradually, while
the surface temperature increases faster than the bottom layer.
Thus, the maximum temperature difference between surface
and bottom increases gradually: >3�C in June (Figure 12a),
>6�C in July (Figure 12b), and >7�C in August (Figure 12c).
The difference reduces to >6�C in September (Figure 12d)

Figure 11. Model-simulated vertical heat diffusion coefficient log (Kh) (m
2 s�1) along the same section

as temperature in July. (a) Case 1: circulation only. (b) Case 2: the circulation and tides are simulated
simultaneously, and the mixing is strong in the bottom layer. (c) Case 3: when wave mixing is considered,
the circulation and tidal current are simulated simultaneously; mixing becomes strong in both the upper
and the bottom mixed layers.
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Figure 12. Model-simulated temperature difference between the upper and bottom layers (surface
minus bottom) on the Bering Sea shelf (<200 m) in the control run in (a) June, (b) July, (c) August,
(d) September, and (e) October. The blank region (<200m) indicates that the difference is less than 1�C. The
dashed lines indicate 50, 100, and 200 m isobaths. (f ) Changes in the extent of the cold pool over the
eastern Bering Sea Shelf. Shown are the minimum annual extent that occurs eastward to about 170�W
(light stippling), the 21-year average extent (eastward to about 163�W; light stippling plus stripes), and the
maximum extent that continues eastward and covers Bristol Bay (reproduced from Wyllie-Echeverria
[1995]).
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when the surface cooling occurs, and it continuously
decreases to >4�C in October (Figure 12e) because the
surface cooling is the dominant process. The water column
becomes vertically homogenous fromNovember to nextMay
(not shown).
3.5.3. Formation of the Cold Pool
[47] A vertically stable temperature structure is a major

factor that insulates heat transfer from the surface layer to
the bottom. From December to the next April (not shown),
the shelf water temperature is vertically homogenous because
of strong vertical mixing. InMay, solar radiation increases, so
does the temperature on the southeastern shelf (Figure 14a),
while the northwestern shelf is still cold during ice melting.
The temperature in the whole domain continuously increases
in June (Figure 14b), and the temperature in the northwestern
shelf increases to >0�C. An interesting feature is that the
isotherms tilt upward from southeastward to northwestward
along the section, which is due to the persistence of ice
cover in the north and is also due to northward heat transport
by the northwestward shelf current (see Figure 15b). This
feature is even more distinct in July and August (Figures 14c
and 14d). The upper mixed layer of 20 m shows up in August
(Figure 14d), and the cold water remains below 20 m. The
upper mixed layer deepens to 30m in September (Figure 14e)
and to 50 m in October (Figure 14f). There are two cold water
centers with a dome shape in July, August, and September,
which are separated by the shallow bathymetry close to
section A (see Figure 1).

[48] Sea surface temperature increases gradually from late
May to August, forming the vertically stable structure. The
stable water column, in return, is unfavorable for transfer-
ring heat from the surface to the bottom, which, a positive
feedback process, helps to maintain the vertical stability.
The volume of the cold pool decreases gradually from June
to September because of continuous solar heating, diffusion,
and lateral advection. Nevertheless it survives the summer
all the way to October. The shelf water is mixed to be
almost vertically homogenous in November (Figure 14g)
owing to surface cooling and dynamic vertical mixing
caused by both tides and waves. From November on, the
new cold bottom water (<0�C) in the western shelf starts to
form owing to the surface cooling.
[49] The lateral mixing between the cold pool and hori-

zontal water transport to the middle shelf is limited
(Figure 15a), because the summer (June–August vertically
averaged) subtidal current on the Bering shelf (Figure 15b)
is relatively weak (<5 cm/s), and flows northwestward or
northward. The warm water that enters from the Unimak
Pass (about 3–4 cm/s) flows northeastward along the Alaska
Peninsula into Bristol Bay, then flows anticlockwise along
the 40–50 m isobaths and exits the bay (at about 2–3 cm/s).
The subtidal currents between the 100 and 200 m isobaths
(1–2 cm/s) are even weaker, compared to the middle shelf
current. This indicates small mixing (or entrainment or
exchange) between the basin water and the shelf water owing
to shelf-break fronts [Kinder and Coachman, 1978]. The

Figure 13. Model-simulated, August-averaged bottom temperature with tidal and wave mixing (note
that the temperature at 200 m is used if the topography is deeper than 200 m). The cold pool appears
between 50 and 100 m isobaths compared to the warm Alaskan coastal water and the deep basin water.
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Figure 14. Model-simulated monthly temperature along transect B (see Figure 1 for the location) with
tidal and wave mixing. The generation and maintenance of the cold pool is clearly shown.
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warm basin water is hardly advected to the shallow middle
shelf during summer where the cold pool is entrenched also
due to the outer front [Kinder and Schumacher, 1981a,
1981b; Belkin and Cornillon, 2005] and due to a summer
downwelling along the BSC. The northward or northwest-
ward currents hardly mix the surface warm water from the
Alaskan coast with the cold pool in the bottom of the middle
shelf (Figure 15a). The narrow warm Anadyr Current that
flows along (<50 m isobath) the eastern Siberian coast
contributes limited heat to the middle shelf, which, on the

contrary, entrains the cold water and cools down north of
St. Lawrence Island. The horizontal mixing (Figure 15a) is
strong along the coastal region, around islands, and the
Aleutian Islands mainly owing to tidal mixing, while on
the mid shelf where the cold pool occupies, the mixing
coefficient is small. This is why the lateral/horizontal mixing
is limited, so that the cold pool is insulated in the mid shelf,
in addition to the vertical insulation by strong subsurface
thermocline formed by wave mixing (not shown), as dis-
cussed in section 3.3.

Figure 15. Model-simulated (a) horizontal mixing coefficient with tidal and wave mixing and (b) tidal-
filtered subtidal current in summer (June–August vertically averaged). The vectors are drawn every two
grids in both longitude and latitude. Isobaths of 50, 100, and 200 m are also shown.
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[50] Therefore, with the vertical insulation by stable
temperature structure and without the effective horizontal
heat transport from basin and inner shelf to the middle shelf,
the cold winter water is preserved in the middle shelf for the
whole summer, until the surface cooling occurs, which
destabilizes the water column in autumn. In winter, the
surface water can be mixed all the way down to the bottom,
forming the new winter bottom water that is the origin of the
summer cold pool.
3.5.4. Volume of the Cold Pool and Its Sensitivity
to Tidal and Wave Mixing
[51] To examine the seasonal cycle of the cold pool’s

extent, the volume of the cold pool is defined as

Volume CPðtÞ ¼
XN ;M ;K
i;j;k¼1

Dxi;j;kDyi;j;kDzi;j;k ; if Tðx; y; z; tÞ � 2�C

The seasonal cycle of the volume of the cold pool with the
tidal and wave mixing was calculated (Figure 16, solid
black line). The maximum volume is 4.87 � 104 km3 in
February–March, whereas the minimum volume is about
0.51 � 104 km3 in October (see Table 3 for the control run).
The minimum volume is about one order of magnitude
smaller than the maximum. The seasonal variation of the
extent or volume of the cold pool determines the seasonal
variations of habitat and distribution of biomass.
[52] As discussed in section 3.3, tidal and wind-wave

stirring significantly deepen the surface and bottom mixed-
layer depth by mixing. Thus, these two factors are hypoth-
esized to affect the volume of the cold pool. Thus, we
conducted three additional experiments with: (1) tidal mixing
only, (2) wave mixing only, and (3) no tidal and no wave
mixing. With the same initial conditions, the model was run
for a complete seasonal cycle in each case. Then, the volume
of the cold pool was tracked using the definition above.
Table 3 shows the statistics of the volume variation. The

mean volume for the control run is the smallest owing to tidal
and wave mixing, while the mean volume for case 3 is the
largest owing to a lack of both tidal and wave mixing. The
volume with tidal mixing is comparable to that with wave
mixing, indicating both have a comparable impact on the cold
pool. The minimum volume occurs in October with tidal
and wave mixing (0.51); however, without this mixing, the
minimum volume of 0.95 in case 3 is about two times
larger than the control run. From Table 3, the minimum
volume owing to wave mixing is smaller than that owing to
tidal mixing. This indicates that in summer to autumn, wave
mixing is more important in entraining the cold pool by
mixing the warm upper layer water, while tides mainly mix
the edge of the cold pool with the bottom ambient water. The
physical explanation is that because the vertical temperature
gradient in the upper layer is large in summer, wave mixing is
more effective than the tidal mixing in reducing the vertical
temperature gradient, and thus the volume of the cold pool.
[53] The maximum volume in winter measures the pro-

duction of the shelf winter water. From Table 3, the control
run has the smallest maximum volume in winter owing to
vigorous mixing by tides and waves, compared to case 3
without mixing, with a 5% difference. There is a 3% dif-
ference between the tidal mixing case and the wave mixing
case, indicating tidal mixing is more important than wave
mixing in the winter water mass production on the Bering
Shelf. The reason is that tidal mixing effectively works on
vertically well-mixed water column, compared to the sum-
mer stratified water column. Therefore, processes of both
tidal andwavemixing should be included in the coastal ocean
models to accurately simulate winter and summer water
masses and their thermohaline structures.

4. Conclusions and Summary

[54] On the basis of the above investigations, the follow-
ing conclusions can be drawn:

Figure 16. Model-simulated seasonal cycles of the volume of the cold pool with both tidal and wave
mixing (control run, solid black line), tidal mixing only (case 1, dot-dashed red line), wave mixing only

(case 2, dashed green line), and neither tidal nor wave mixing (case 3, dotted blue line). Units are 104 km3.

Table 3. Cold Pool Volume Statistics in the Control Run in Comparison With Three Scenarios Over a Seasonal Cycle

Experiment Mean (104 km3) Standard Deviation (104 km3) Maximum (104 km3) Minimum (104 km3)

Control run: tidal and wave 2.65 1.67 4.87 0.51
Case 1: tidal only 2.75 1.54 4.88 0.64
Case 2: wave only 2.76 1.71 5.05 0.55
Case 3: no tidal and no wave 2.97 1.56 5.11 0.95
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[55] 1. The 3-D Bering Sea basin-scale CIOM reproduces
qualitatively observed ocean circulation pattern. The circu-
lation in the deep basin is cyclonic with little seasonal
change, while the shelf current varies owing to opposite
wind stress patterns between winter and summer. The
Bering shelf currents in summer are weak and northward
or northeastward. The Gulf of Anadyr Current is stronger in
summer than in winter during which the reversal (southward)
flow occurs. The major current transports compare reason-
ably to the observations. The simulated transports through
the Aleutian passes also mimic many observed features in
terms of magnitude and direction.
[56] 2. Using the newly introduced parameterized wind-

wave mixing along with tidal mixing, the shelf thermohaline
structures, in particular the upper mixed-layer and bottom
mixed-layer depths, are well reproduced and compared
favorably to the measurements. These are the major dynam-
ical mechanisms forming the seasonal thermocline structure.
The wave mixing parameterization overcomes the weakness
of many existing models: the capability to correctly reproduce
the upper mixed-layer depth in a strongly stratified upper
ocean in summer. The advantage of this parameterization is
that it is practical in a numerical model without involving
running a sophisticated wave model [Qiao et al., 2004]. This
parameterization is again successfully applied in this study
after it was applied to the East China Sea [Hu et al., 2004].
[57] 3. The clockwise subtidal currents/eddies reproduced

by the model around the Pribilof Islands is confirmed to be
rectified by tidal currents, indicating that tidal residual currents
induced by the nonlinear effect should not be ignored. Thus,
in the Bering Sea, the ocean circulation and tides should be
simulated simultaneously, because of the complicated topo-
graphic features ranging from deep basins to broad shelves
and the Aleutian Islands where tidal currents dominate.
[58] 4. The cold pool was reproduced on the Bering Sea

Shelf. The winter cold water is preserved in the middle shelf
throughout the summer owing to vertical insulation from the
stable stratified temperature structure and also owing to the
lack of effective horizontal heat transport from the deep
basin and the inner shelf. Tidal and wave mixings are the
key factors that accurately produce the cold pool water
masses, although tidal mixing is more effective in winter,
while wave mixing is more effective in summer.

Appendix A: Derivation of the Wind-Wave
Mixing Parameterization

[59] Total vertical viscosity is assumed to be a linear
addition of Km and Kmw: K

0
m = Km + Kmw (a similar formula

is applied to total vertical diffusivity coefficient), whereKm is
calculated from the level 2.5 turbulence closure model
[Mellor and Yamada, 1982] andKmw is the mixing coefficient
owing to wind waves, as discussed below.
[60] Ocean surface wave motion plays an important role

in generating ocean turbulence. There are three mechanisms
for waves to produce surface turbulence: (1) Stokes’ drift
[Phillips, 1977, section 3.3], (2) imperfectly irrotational
wave movement generates Reynolds stress on the mean
flow [Phillips, 1977, section 3.4; Cheung and Street, 1988,
case II], and (3) wave breaking can release turbulent kinetic
energy that is available to be mixed down into surface layer
[Kitaigorodskii et al., 1983; Thorpe, 1984, 1993; Craig and
Banner, 1994]. Because the wave movement is not perfectly
irrotational, it can generate Reynolds stress on the mean flow
[Phillips, 1977] if there is instability in a shear flow. Water
particles with a wave oscillate around their ellipses at
different speeds (see Figure A1), which leads to vertical
shear. Vertical shear instability then results in ocean turbu-
lence. The higher the wind speed, the higher the waves, and
the stronger the turbulence. Therefore, the contribution of
surface waves to turbulence results from vertical shear of
oscillating horizontal wave velocity.
[61] Similar to Qiao et al. [2004], current velocity,

temperature, and salinity can be decomposed to a mean
and perturbation:

Ui ¼ Ui þ ui;T ¼ T þ q; S ¼ S þ s;

where the bar represents the mean, while others represent the
perturbation. The subscript i (= 1, 2, 3) denotes the Cartesian
coordinate (x, y, z). The velocity perturbation consists of
current-induced turbulence uic and wave-induced turbulence
uiw; that is, ui = uic + uiw. Thus, the Reynolds stress can be
written as

�uiuj ¼ �uiwujw � uiwujc � uicujw � uicujc; ðA1Þ

where the first term on the right hand side is the wave-
induced Reynolds stress, and the fourth term is the current-
induced turbulence, or kinematic viscosity, which can be
calculated using the 2.5-level turbulence closure model of
Mellor and Yamada [1982]. Similarly, Reynolds diffusivity
for temperature and salinity can be expressed as

�uiq ¼ �uiwq� uicq; � uis ¼ � uiws � uics; ðA2Þ

where similarly the first and second terms represent wave-
and current-induced diffusivity, respectively. It is seen that

Figure A1. Schematic diagram of displacement of water particles in an ocean wave.
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the Mellor-Yamada turbulence closure scheme does not
include wave-induced mixing, which is a periodic, mechan-
ical mixing since surface waves are driven by winds
anywhere at sea. The second and third terms are the mixing
owing to interactions between waves and currents, which is
beyond the scope of this paper.
[62] Following the Prandtl theory [Fang and Ichiye,

1983], wave-induced Reynolds stress can be expressed as

�u1wu3w ¼ Kmw

@U1

@z
; ðA3Þ

where

Kmw ¼ l2
@U1w

@z
; ðA4Þ

where Kmw is the vertical turbulence eddy coefficient, l is the
mixing length of wave-induced turbulence, which is propor-
tional to the vertical displacement of water particles. U1w is
wave-associated water particle velocity in the horizontal
direction. Next, we will derive the expression of U1w.
[63] Water particles oscillate around their ellipses

(Figure A1) as a wave propagates. In deep water (when
kd � 1, short wave), the fluid particle displaces along the
ellipses around position (x, 0, z), then [Phillips, 1977]:

U1w ¼ awekz cosðkx� wtÞ; ðA5Þ

where a is the wave amplitude, w is the wave circular
frequency (= 2p/T), t is the time, l is the wavelength (= 2p/k),
k is the wave number, and d is the water depth.
[64] The mean speed (not velocity) of a water particle at

position (0, 0, z) in a period T is

U1w ¼
4

T

Z T
4

0

U1wdt ¼
4a

T
e
2pz
l : ðA6Þ

We use the von Kármán mixing length parameterization
[Chen and Jaw, 1997],

l ¼ n
@U1w

@z
=
@2U1w

@z2
; ðA7Þ

where n is the von Kármán constant.
[65] Substituting (A6) into (A7) yields

l ¼ nl
2p
: ðA8Þ

Substituting (A6) and (A8) into (A4) yields

Kmw ¼
2an2l
pT

e
2pz
l : ðA9Þ

The unknown variables are wavelength l, wave period T,
and wave amplitude a. We now parameterize their relation-
ships to wind speed.
[66] Wave propagation phase speed is defined as

c ¼ w
k
¼ l

T
¼ bW ; or T ¼ l=bW ; ðA10Þ

where the wave speed is assumed to be proportional to
bW, W is the wind speed, b is the wave age, 0 < b < 1 for a

growing wave, b = 1 for a mature wave. As wind increases,
a wave increases in height and in wavelength and reaches
an energy balance. Then the wave decreases or dissipates
[Williams, 1968].
[67] In deep water [Gill, 1982, p.106, equation 5.5.1],

since w2 = gk, c = w/k, so c2 = gl/2p,

l ¼ 2pc2

g
: ðA11Þ

Substituting (A10) into (A11) gives

l ¼ 2pb2W 2

g
: ðA12Þ

Wave amplitude is defined as [Williams, 1968, pp. 162 and
171]

a ¼ ld
2
; ðA13Þ

where d is the empirical parameter of wave steepness (or
slope). Theoretically, a wave cannot attain a steepness
greater than 0.14 while remaining stable. When d reaches
0.14, a wave starts to break [Williams, 1968].
[68] Substituting (A12) into (A13) then

a ¼ pdb2W

g

2

: ðA14Þ

Substituting l (from (A12)), T (= l/bW, from (A10)), and a
(from (A14)) into (A9) yield

Kmw ¼
2n2

g
db3W 3e

gz

b2W2 ; ðA15Þ

where Kmw is the wave-induced mixing coefficient; b is the
wave age (0 < b < 1 for growing wave, and b = 1 for mature
wave), d is the wave steepness (d = 2a/l, a is the amplitude
and l is the wavelength), W is the wind speed, z < 0 is the
depth, n = 0.4 is the von Kármán constant, and g is the
acceleration of gravity.
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